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Letter to the Minister
March 31, 2008
Honourable Roland Haché
Minister of Environment
P.O. Box 6000
Fredericton, NB
E3B 5H1
Dear Minister:
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the New Brunswick
Tire Stewardship Board, I am pleased to submit our Annual Report
for the ﬁscal year January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007.
Sincerely,

Murray Driscoll
Chairman, New Brunswick Tire Stewardship Board

Attach.
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Chairman’s Report
For New Brunswick’s Tire Stewardship Program, (TSP) 2007 was a year of historic
accomplishments, major new challenges and comprehensive change.
From every perspective, it’s clear that our province’s environment and economy
have been well served by the TSP since its inception 11 years ago.
As 2007 drew to a close, the program passed a remarkable milestone which
underscores its positive impact over the years. The TSP was ﬁrst introduced on
October 1, 1996. All evidence now conﬁrms that more than 10 million scrap tires
have subsequently been diverted from our solid waste disposal stream to become
high quality ‘made-in-NB’ rubber products.
Compared with similar programs elsewhere on a per capita basis, New Brunswick’s
tire recycling system is widely seen today as one the most advanced operations of
its kind in North America.
It’s equally important to note that TSP operations have always been entirely selfsupporting and receive no ﬁnancial assistance from government. Recognizing that
environmental fees charged on new tire sales in NB had not been adjusted since
the program began, a wide-ranging analysis of TSP input costs and revenues was
undertaken by NBTSB in 2007.
Massive additional demands for recycled rubber output were experienced during
the year as well, for use in an innovative new road-building application. To fully
meet this requirement, the import of scrap tires from out-of-province for processing
within NB became necessary for the ﬁrst time in TSP history.
2007 also marked the beginning of a major new era in NBTSB policy and program
direction, when community-based representation was adopted as central focus
of Board membership. Nine New Brunswickers representing a broad cross-section
of regions and sectors throughout the province were appointed to the newly
constituted Board by Minister Haché in mid-June.
On behalf of all my colleagues, I wish to express our deep commitment as NBTSB
directors to meeting this vital challenge on behalf of all New Brunswickers. We
sincerely appreciate the Minister’s leadership and support in this regard, and will
spare no effort in working to ensure that sustainable development remains the
TSP’s guiding principle as the future unfolds.

Murray Driscoll
Chairman, NBTSB
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Operations Summary
New Brunswick’s province-wide
scrap tire collection system operates
every business day of the year. There
are more than 950 retail outlets in
NB where new tires are purchased
and scrap tires generated during the
installation process.
TSP collection volumes at these
locations will vary from month to
month, as new tire sales typically
ﬂuctuate with seasonal changes. On
average, more than 900 tractor trailer
loads of NB scrap tires are delivered
annually to Tire Recycling Atlantic
Canada Corporation (TRACC) in Minto.
To ensure a sufﬁcient supply of raw
material for its recycling operation
at any time of the year, TRACC has
traditionally maintained an additional
scrap tire reserve inventory at its plant
site, to supplement feedstock volumes
as required.
In 2007, more than 1.6 million scrap
tire equivalents were recycled through
the Company’s various production
streams, a dramatic increase of 65%
over the previous year.
On average, more than 900 tractor trailer
loads of scrap tires collected across NB are
delivered annually to Tire Recycling Atlantic
Canada Corporation (TRACC) in Minto.

To ensure that all the company’s production
targets for 2007 could be met on schedule,
importing 3000 additional tons of scrap tires
from Nova Scotia was also required.
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The prime factor driving this expanded
output was the need to generate huge
amounts of bulk tire shred for use as
engineered construction material in
a unique road building embankment
project. The company’s substantial
on-site reserve of scrap tires proved
crucial in meeting this extra demand at
the outset.
Ultimately, however, 2007 marked the
ﬁrst time in the program’s history that
TRACC’s total feedstock requirements
signiﬁcantly exceeded the number of
scrap tires being recovered through the
TSP collection system, as well as those
available from the company’s on-site
inventory.
Beyond exceptional opportunities such
as the provision of shredded tires for
use in highway construction, TRACC’s
year-round demand for raw material
has been rising substantially in recent
years, as its product lines become more
and more diverse.
By the summer of 2007, it became
obvious that further steps would
be needed to make up the plant’s
feedstock shortfall. To ensure that
all TRACC production targets for the
year could be met on schedule, the
company was formally authorized by
NBTSB to import 3000 additional tons
of scrap tires from Nova Scotia.
The innovative use of bulk tire shred
as a ﬁll component for a new highway
embankment near St. Stephen was
the ﬁrst project of its kind in Atlantic
Canada, although the process has
been used extensively elsewhere in
North America.

TRACC’s technical capacity for shredding huge tire volumes to meet tight schedules and detailed
speciﬁcations proved to be a major advantage as the year progressed.
Such engineered applications are
designed for unique site conditions
where tire shred represents an
advantage over standard ﬁll, because
of its lighter weight and better water
drainage capacity.
By late September, more than 7,700
tons of the required material had been
produced by TRACC and delivered for
use in Phase 1 of the project schedule.
Its ﬁnal phase is planned for 2008, and
TRACC will again supply the necessary
tire shred.

It’s important to note in this context
that TRACC’s Minto facility remains
the only scrap tire processing and
manufacturing plant operating in
Atlantic Canada today.
NBTSB and the company are both well
aware that the feedstock challenge
experienced in 2007 could be a sign
of things to come. If so, the need to
import additional scrap tires from other
Atlantic provinces to meet production
targets in Minto might eventually
become a regular component of TSP
operations, rather than a unique
project-speciﬁc requirement.
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New Board Structure Adopted
For NBTSB as an organization, the
most signiﬁcant development during
2007 involved a far-reaching change in
the composition of the Board itself.
A new group of nine New Brunswickers
representing a broad cross-section of
regions and sectors throughout the
province was appointed to replace
the previous Board structure, in which
the interim directors of NBTSB were
also ofﬁcials in the NB Department of
Environment.
In announcing the new appointments,
Environment Minister Roland Haché
said they “highlight a major step in
building the future of environmental
stewardship in New Brunswick
through strong, community-based
involvement. We are very fortunate
to have such an outstanding group of
New Brunswickers ready to take on this
key responsibility.”
Murray Driscoll, a retired educator
and deputy mayor of Quispamsis, was
appointed to chair the new Board.
For many years, Mr. Driscoll has been
active in a wide range of community
organizations, including the New
Brunswick Nursing Homes Association
and the Rothesay Regional Police
Commission. He also serves as a
commissioner with the Fundy Region
Solid Waste Commission.
Professor Yves Gagnon, director of
the environmental studies graduate
program at the Université de Moncton,
was appointed as the Board’s vicechair. An experienced researcher and
administrator, Professor Gagnon holds
the K.C. Irving Chair in Sustainable
Development and is a former visiting
executive at the Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of
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Canada. He was also the founding
president and CEO of the New
Brunswick Innovation Foundation.

• Paul Losier of Beresford chairman, Nepisiguit-Chaleur Solid
Waste Commission; and

Joining Mr. Driscoll and Professor
Gagnon as new members of the
New Brunswick Tire Stewardship Board
are:

• Julian Walker of Fredericton St. Thomas University faculty, former
New Brunswick deputy minister of
Environment.

• Thérèse Bourgeois of Grand Falls hospitality and tourism sector
specialist, vice-president of the
Kalroutex Club;

The new Board members focused
their initial work together on a
comprehensive review of policy and
administrative issues aimed at building
a productive sustainable future for
the TSP, in its second full decade of
operations.

• Mary Ann Coleman of Waterford executive director, New Brunswick
Environmental Network;
• Robert Gamble of Fredericton independent consultant, former
president of Service New Brunswick;
• Roland Guitard of Pointe Verte retired insurance executive, former
deputy mayor of Pointe Verte;
• Colombe Leblanc King of SaintAndré - retired educator, active in
community service and development
planning;

The program’s traditional focus on
in-province recycling and valueadded manufacturing was ofﬁcially
re-conﬁrmed by the Directors as
part of this process. To underline
the importance of environmental
protection in its policy decisions,
the new Board also determined that
burning NB scrap tires as a fuel source
in any setting will have no place
whatsoever in future operations of the
TSP.

2007 marked the beginning of a major new era in NBTSB policy planning and program direction,
as nine New Brunswickers were appointed to the Board representing a broad cross-section of
regions and sectors throughout the Province.

TSP Administration
Since the program’s introduction in
October 1996, the administrative
framework for its province-wide
operations has been captured in a
comprehensive contract between
NBTSB and TRACC. This agreement
covers all scrap tire collection activity,
as well as subsequent processing and
manufacture of new recycled rubber
products.
The original operating agreement was
extended for a further ﬁve years in
late 2001 with no substantial change.
Completion of a nation-wide tendering
process during 2006 again conﬁrmed
TRACC as the successful bidder for the
opportunity to conclude a new multiyear contract with the Board.
All parties involved in the negotiations
were aware at this point, however, that
the partial subsidy payments NBTSB
had been providing to TRACC for ten
years to support TSP operations would
require adjustment as part of any new
agreement.
The most obvious examples of
increased input costs for TRACC over
the program’s ﬁrst decade relate to
energy. The average price of gasoline
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in NB virtually doubled during this
period. During the same time frame,
the number of retail tire outlets
requiring regular TSP collection service
increased by 35% and total scrap tire
generation from all retail sources in the
province rose from roughly 450,000 to
950,000 annually.
From the ﬁscal perspective, the TSP
system has always been entirely selfsupporting and receives no ﬁnancial
support from the NB Government.
An environmental fee is charged at
the retail level on all new tire sales
in the province. This revenue stream
represents the sole source of any
subsidies paid to TRACC by NBTSB
under the terms of its operating
agreement.
As 2007 began, it was recognized the
increased subsidy provisions needed
to complete a new multi-year contract
with the company would require
comprehensive examination of the
existing environmental fee structure.
The speciﬁc fees applicable on new
tire sales, and based on rim size
categories, had remained unchanged
since their original establishment in
1996.

Tire Size

Current Fee

Mar. 1, 2008 Fee

All P, LT, T and ST 8” to 17” tires

$3.00

$4.50

All P, LT, T and ST 17.1” to 24.5” tires

$9.00

$4.50

All other 8” to 17” tires1

$3.00

$4.50

All other 17.1” to 24.5” tires2

$9.00

$13.50

An interim agreement was signed by
NBTSB and TRACC to cover on-going
operations as the year progressed,
while in-depth analysis began on
all aspects involved in the ultimate
determination of future TSP fee levels.
The Board has long maintained a
contingency ﬁnancial reserve for use
in special circumstances to ensure
program continuity. The increased
subsidy funding needed to proceed
with the interim operating arrangement
was accessed from this reserve.
Ultimately, the new Board members
appointed to NBTSB were also able
to bring their individual perspectives
and experience to bear on the ongoing assessment of fee levels and
sustainability going forward.
Various technical factors required
consideration as part of the decisionmaking process, including the need to
apply new internationally recognized
tire use designations in determining fee
categories. Such designations (P passenger), (LT light truck),
(T temporary), (ST service trailer) were
not as widely used a decade ago, but
are now universally applied in the
global tire market.
As 2007 drew to a close, the Board
concluded its process and
recommended a new more detailed
fee structure to the Province. This
was subsequently approved for
implementation on March 1, 2008 and
is summarized in the following table.

Includes all motorcycle, moped, ATV, garden tractor, golf cart or other 8” to 17” tires.
Includes all large RV, bus, commercial truck or other 17.1”to 24.5” tires.
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Management Plan
As the tire recycling industry continues
to evolve on a regional national and
international scale, New Brunswick’s
TSP is now well positioned to continue
its solid performance in 2008-2009 and
beyond.
After more than 11 years without a
change, adjusting the environmental
fee structure on new tire sales effective
March 1, 2008 will ensure that the
Board’s subsidy ﬁnancing arrangements
with TRACC remain fully self-supporting.
On this basis, the operational period
for the new multi-year agreement will
apply until March of 2013.
Since the TSP was introduced, the
North American tire market as a whole
has been gradually trending toward
larger size tires on average, reﬂecting
the popularity of sport utility vehicles,
minivans, etc.
More recently, the introduction of
so-called ‘super single’ tires for use
on tractor-trailers is creating a new
generation of extra wide scrap units
for recycling operations to handle.

The average scrap tire in NB today is 18% heavier and generates at least 18% more recyclable
rubber than it did when the TSP began 11 years ago.
On average, the typical scrap tire
received at the TRACC plant today is
18% heavier and generates at least
18% more recyclable rubber than
was the case when program began
11 years ago.

The new TSP database system will provide retailers with web-based access for requesting pick-up
service as their on-site storage nears maximum capacity.
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In the years ahead, it’s always possible
that the impact of steadily rising
energy costs on vehicle designs and
consumer choices could potentially
affect tire speciﬁcations in different
directions, and present a new series
of challenges for recycling engineers.
TRACC’s reputation as a technology
leader with a strong capacity for inhouse innovation will clearly remain
a key asset for the TSP, as retail tire
markets continue to evolve.
During the 2008-2009, NBTSB
and TRACC will jointly undertake
a comprehensive overhaul of the
data management system used to
coordinate TSP scrap tire collections
across the province. The aim is to
create a shared database constantly
accessible to both organizations, while
also able to receive speciﬁc input from
individual retail tire outlets.

The new system will ultimately enable
retailers to provide on-site scrap tire
inventory data directly to the NBTSBTRACC database using a special access
section of the TSP website.
Electronic requests from retail outlets
for pick-up service when their on-site
storage facility is nearing capacity
will also become practical with this
expanded web service. Coordination
of TSP collection truck route schedules
and overall system monitoring will be
signiﬁcantly enhanced as a result.
Comprehensive auditing of TSP
program operations at the retail level
is a vital part of NBTSB’s mandate, to
ensure peak efﬁciency and compliance
at all times with every procedure
required. Further broadening of this
oversight function will be another
key focus, as the new database
delivers increasingly detailed and
current information on more than 950
individual sites province-wide.

In addition, regional solid waste
commission sites throughout NB have
now been designated by the Board
as ofﬁcial TSP collection points. This
change is designed to ease the process
of recovering scrap tires which arrive at
waste management sites from time to
time, and encourage their re-shipment
to Minto instead. Joint education
efforts with solid waste commissions
on tire recycling will be another focus
in the drive to re-capture as many
scrap units as possible for productive
use.
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Active promotion will clearly continue
on the ‘Return to Retailers’ drop-off
service for individual consumers with
old scrap tires still in domestic storage.

2008-2009 will see continued efforts
by NBTSB and all other members
of the Canadian Association of Tire
Recycling Agencies (CATRA) to address
the complex challenges presented by
so-called ‘Off-the-Road’ scrap tires,
or OTRs. In New Brunswick, roughly
5000 scrap OTR units are generated
each year from the agriculture, forestry,
mining and construction sectors.
Such special purpose tires are typically
manufactured in sizes which dwarf
normal car or truck tires, and are
internally reinforced to withstand harsh
operating conditions. Their oversize
dimensions and unique internal
composition remain a major processing
challenge for recyclers in terms of costefﬁciency.

The initial stages of the NBTSB-TRACC
central data management system are
expected to be operational by the
summer of 2008.
Expanding the number of scrap tires
being collected across New Brunswick
at any time of the year will be more
crucial than ever before as the future
unfolds, particularly if TRACC’s
feedstock demands continue trending
upward.

As noted earlier, the import of extra
tire resources from elsewhere in
Atlantic Canada was required during
2007, to supplement annual collection
volumes within NB, as well as reserve
inventories at the TRACC plant site.
The future could see similar situations
arise as the TSP collection system
steadily nears a maximum level of costeffective resource recovery.
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Although some newer technologies
are beginning to show promise, no
provincial tire recycling program in the
country has yet been able to extend its
existing operation to cover OTRs. Given
the issue’s national scope, CATRA is
leading the effort to develop Canadawide OTR recycling standards, as well
as a common approach to ensuring
the ﬁnancial sustainability of such
initiatives over the long term.

Promoting the ‘Return to Retailers’ drop-off
service for individual consumers is focused on
recapturing as many NB scrap tires as possible
still in domestic storage province-wide.
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Products and Markets
Making specially-designed livestock
mattresses for large scale ultra-modern
dairy farms has been a mainstay of
TRACC’s manufacturing operation
since the late 1990’s. In 2007, more
than 120,000 ﬁnished units were
shipped from Minto to customers
across North America, Europe and
beyond.
Each mattress contains roughly
120 pounds of recycled rubber from
New Brunswick’s scrap tire resource.
Their reputation for consistent high
quality has proved a major advantage
in building new market opportunities
over the years on a global scale.
TRACC makes a range of other rubberbased products as well, such as drill
stem protectors for oil and gas drilling
operations, road construction signpost
bases, and ﬂoor cover matting for
locker room areas in hockey arenas.
The company has also developed
advanced technology in-house for
generating sophisticated bulk products
such as synthetic rubber bark mulch,
and other types of ground cover for
use in landscaping, or resilient surfaces

TRACC uses leading-edge technology to generate bulk rubber products for a range of specialized
ground cover applications, from commercial and residential landscaping to resilient surfaces in
children’s play areas.
in children’s play areas. As an example,
TRACC’s soft rubber ‘Safe-play’
material is now available in bulk form
for large scale projects, as well as
convenient individual bags for retail
market distribution.

2007 also witnessed the largest
recycled bulk rubber order ever
received by TRACC for innovative
use in highway embankment
construction. The plant’s technical
capacity for shredding huge tire
volumes on a tight schedule to meet
detailed speciﬁcations proved a major
advantage to meeting this unique
demand.
More than 250 tractor trailer loads of
the ﬁnished product were ultimately
delivered to the site contractor as part
the project’s initial phase.

More than 120,000 livestock mattresses for
use in large scale ultra-modern dairy farms
were manufactured by TRACC during 2007
for customers across North America, Europe
and beyond.
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Markedly less expensive to install than natural slate, TRACC’s ‘Moderne Slate’ shingles ensure a virtually identical appearance. In durability tests, a
fully ﬁnished roof was able to withstand artiﬁcially generated winds topping 170 kilometers per hour, with no impact of any kind.

Momentum Builds
For Rooﬁng Shingles
One of ﬁrm’s most promising new
technologies uses a hybrid mix of
recycled plastic and scrap tires to
make high-performance synthetic slate
roof shingles. Originally researched
in conjunction with the University of
New Brunswick, the ﬁnished product
can be generated in various colours
and stone-like surface designs.
Markedly less expensive to install than
natural slate, TRACC’s ‘Moderne Slate’
shingles ensure a virtually identical
appearance. Feedback from rooﬁng
contractors and their customers has
been steadily positive, as output
capacity in Minto has continued to
expand.

One of the many advantages of this
unique product is that cold weather
doesn’t affect the ﬂexibility of the
shingles themselves. This provides
contractors the chance to extend the
roof construction season well beyond
the traditional ‘hot’ months of the year.
At the same time, the strength and
durability of the ﬁnished product
after installation has been thoroughly
conﬁrmed by ﬁeld test data. During
2007, a series of experiments on wind
resistance showed no impact of any
kind on a ‘Moderne Slate’ roof, in the
face of artiﬁcially generated winds
topping 170 kilometers per hour.
Until 2007, TRACC had focused its
distribution efforts on NB-based
rooﬁng contractors, as part of a
multi-year product development

program. With its high-speed
production capacity fully in place,
however, the Company was able to
expand its marketing focus as the year
progressed, placing special emphasis
on export opportunities.
Initial feedback from British
industry sources proved particularly
encouraging in this regard. By the
end of 2007, TRACC was actively
engaged in building U.K-based
distribution networks for its rooﬁng
shingle system. Based on experience to
date, it appears that the combination
of a durable ‘eco-friendly’ recycled
product from Canada, which ensures
a very attractive slate roof ‘look’ on
completion, has solid market potential
in the European construction sector.
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N.B. Tire Stewardship Board
Members of the Board
Murray Driscoll, (Chair), Quispamsis
Yves Gagnon (Vice-Chair), Dieppe
Thérèse Bourgeois, Grand Falls
Mary-Ann Coleman, Waterford
Robert Gamble, Fredericton
Roland Guitard, Pointe Verte
Colombe Leblanc King, Saint-André
Paul Losier, Beresford
Julian Walker, Fredericton

Legislative Framework
The New Brunswick Tire Stewardship
Board is a provincial government
agency whose members are appointed
by the Minister of the Environment.
The Board was established in 1996
under the Clean Environment Act. The
applicable provisions of the legislation
are speciﬁed in Section 22.1 as follows:
The Minister may, in accordance with
the regulations, establish a stewardship
board for the following purposes:
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(a) managing the manufacture,
storage, collection, transportation,
recycling disposal, or other
handling of a designated material;
and
(b) ensuring that that an industry’s
manufacture, storage, collection,
transportation, recycling, disposal
or other handling of a designated
material is done in accordance with
a stewardship plan approved by the
Board.

The New Brunswick Tire Stewardship
Regulation (Regulation 96-82) was
ﬁled on August 8, 1996. Section 4
of this Regulation designates tires
as ‘designated material’ for the
purposes of Section 22.1 of the Clean
Environment Act.
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L#B"/,#*)#(ÿ K%(5ÿ (:)ÿ %,*@&)()#)++ÿ ,-ÿ =:"%:ÿ "+ÿ #,(ÿ +>+%)@("2&)ÿ (,ÿ +$("+-$%(,/D $>0"(ÿ B)/"-"%$(",#E
K%%,/0"#C&D5ÿ,>/ÿB)/"-"%$(",#ÿ,-ÿ(:)+)ÿ-))ÿ$#0ÿ&)BD /)B)#>)+ÿ=$+ÿ&"*"()0ÿ(,ÿ(:)ÿ$*,>#(+ÿ/)%,/0)0ÿ"#ÿ(:)
/)%,/0+ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ;,$/0ÿ$#0ÿ=)ÿ=)/)ÿ#,(ÿ$2&)ÿ(,ÿ0)()/*"#)ÿ=:)(:)/ÿ$#D $0M>+(*)#(+ÿ*"C:(ÿ2)ÿ#)%)++$/D
(,ÿ/)B)#>)+5ÿ)H%)++ÿ,-ÿ/)B)#>)ÿ,B)/ÿ)H@)#+)+5ÿ$++)(+5ÿ&"$2"&"(")+ÿ$#0ÿ>#/)+(/"%()0ÿ#)(ÿ$++)(+E
N#ÿ ,>/ÿ ,@"#",#5ÿ )H%)@(ÿ -,/ÿ (:)ÿ )--)%(ÿ ,-ÿ $0M>+(*)#(+5ÿ "-ÿ $#D5ÿ =:"%:ÿ =)ÿ *"C:(ÿ :$B)ÿ 0)()/*"#)0ÿ (,ÿ 2)
#)%)++$/D :$0ÿ =)ÿ 2))#ÿ $2&)ÿ (,ÿ +$("+-D ,>/+)&B)+ÿ %,#%)/#"#Cÿ (:)ÿ %,*@&)()#)++ÿ ,-ÿ (:)ÿ -))ÿ $#0ÿ &)BD
/)B)#>)ÿ/)-)//)0ÿ(,ÿ"#ÿ(:)ÿ@/)%)0"#Cÿ@$/$C/$@:5ÿ(:)+)ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+ @/)+)#(ÿ-$"/&D5ÿ"#ÿ$&&ÿ*$()/"$&
/)+@)%(+5ÿ(:)ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ@,+"(",#ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ;,$/0 $+ÿ$(ÿ1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778 $#0ÿ(:)ÿ/)+>&(+ÿ,-ÿ"(+ÿ,@)/$(",#+
$#0ÿ %:$#C)+ÿ "#ÿ "(+ÿ #)(ÿ $++)(+ÿ $#0ÿ %$+:ÿ -&,=+ÿ -,/ÿ (:)ÿ D)$/ (:)#ÿ )#0)0ÿ "#ÿ $%%,/0$#%)ÿ ="(:ÿ I$#$0"$#
C)#)/$&&D $%%)@()0ÿ$%%,>#("#Cÿ@/"#%"@&)+E

I:$/()/)0ÿK%%,>#($#(+
!/)0)/"%(,#5ÿI$#$0$
!)2/>$/D 4O5ÿ677P
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Statement of Financial Position
'($()*)#(ÿ,-ÿ!"#$#%"$&ÿQ,+"(",#

December
31, 5ÿ="(:ÿ%,*@$/$("B)ÿ-"C>/)+ÿ-,/
2007, with comparative
677S ﬁgures for 2006
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
6778

677S

K++)(+
I$+:

T

K%%,>#(+ÿ/)%)"B$2&)

4O756R4

T

R4R576O

RRR57S7

S475O8P

356O8

357S8

S65RX3
8S454R4

S756X6
454PP5PS4

8SX5SOX

45X48567R

K0B$#%)ÿ(,ÿ9"/)ÿU)%D%&"#CÿK(&$#("%ÿI$#$0$
I,/@,/$(",# V#,()ÿ3W

OX56SP

4445PS4

I$@"($&ÿ$++)(+ V#,()ÿRW

475343

6354X4

Q/)@$"0ÿ)H@)#+)+
I>//)#(ÿ@,/(",#ÿ,-ÿ$0B$#%)ÿ(,ÿ9"/)ÿU)%D%&"#C
K(&$#("%ÿI$#$0$ÿI,/@,/$(",# V#,()ÿ3W
N#B)+(*)#(+ V#,()ÿOW

T

45RX753P4

T

356O4544P

T

3745S68
3XX58SO
87453X4

T

6P45P83
XS45R6S
456O353XX

Y"$2"&"(")+ÿ$#0ÿ<)( K++)(+
Y"$2"&"(")+Z
K%%,>#(+ÿ@$D$2&)ÿ$#0ÿ$%%/>)0ÿ&"$2"&"(")+
K%%/>)0ÿ@/,%)++"#Cÿ-))+
<)( K++)(+
N#B)+()0ÿ"#ÿ%$@"($&ÿ$++)(+
[#/)+(/"%()0

475343
P8P5S88
PPP5XX7
T

45RX753P4

6354X4
45X8O5R6P
45XX8584X
T

356O4544P

'))ÿ$%%,*@$#D"#Cÿ#,()+ÿ(,ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+E
G#ÿ2):$&-ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ;,$/0Z

1"/)%(,/

1"/)%(,/
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Statement of Operations
'($()*)#(ÿ,-ÿG@)/$(",#+

Year
ended
December 31,
2007, with comparative
ﬁgures for 2006
677S
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
5ÿ="(:ÿ%,*@$/$("B)ÿ-"C>/)+ÿ-,/
6778
!))+ÿ$#0ÿ&)BD

T

LH@)#+)+Z
ÿ'%/$@ÿ("/)ÿ@/,%)++"#Cÿ%,+(+
ÿ'$&$/")+ÿ$#0ÿ)*@&,D))ÿ2)#)-"(+
ÿI,**>#"%$(",#ÿ$#0ÿ(/$#+&$(",#
ÿG--"%)
ÿQ/,-)++",#$&ÿ+)/B"%)+
ÿ;,$/0
ÿ')%>/"(D +)/B"%)+
ÿK*,/("\$(",#ÿ,-ÿ%$@"($&ÿ$++)(+
ÿU)#(
ÿ9/$B)&
ÿ9)&)@:,#)
ÿN#+>/$#%)
ÿN#()/)+(ÿ$#0ÿ2$#?ÿ%:$/C)+
ÿ9/$"#"#Cÿ$#0ÿ+>2+%/"@(",#+
ÿU)(/,$%("B)ÿ@$D*)#(ÿ,#ÿ+%/$@ÿ("/)ÿ@/,%)++"#C

T

35R4X5X48
4P354X4
PX5O7X
3X5SPP
6X58XP
6O5SRP
6O5OS3
4R53SR
475P77
X5633
X576P
R56R8
45767
XS6
]
35XS658PX
V4548X5PXXW

N#B)+(*)#(ÿ"#%,*)
V1)-"%")#%DWÿ)H%)++ÿ,-ÿ/)B)#>)ÿ,B)/ÿ)H@)#+)+

658P65PX7

677S

657S753SO
4OP56P8
R45XP4
6O5434
365674
45O6X
635447
485864
475P77
P5OXX
85OOS
R5486
S8X
45OX3
68757XS
65SS35O7X
P6583P

PX5X77
T

V457PX5XXXW

658OS54O8

4775R33
T

4P35684

'))ÿ$%%,*@$#D"#Cÿ#,()+ÿ(,ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+E
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Statement of Changes in Net Assets
'($()*)#(ÿ,-ÿI:$#C)+ÿ"#ÿ<)(ÿK++)(+

Year
ended
December 31,
2007, with comparative
ﬁgures for 2006
5ÿ="(:ÿ%,*@$/$("B)ÿ-"C>/)+ÿ-,/
677S
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
N#B)+()0ÿ"#
%$@"($&ÿ$++)(+
;$&$#%)5ÿ2)C"##"#Cÿ,- D)$/

T

6354X4

I:$#C)ÿ"#ÿ$%%,>#("#Cÿ@,&"%D V#,()ÿ4W

V4R53SRW

<)(ÿ%:$#C)ÿ"#ÿ"#B)+(*)#(ÿ"#ÿ%$@"($&
$++)(+

65OP8

;$&$#%)5ÿ)#0ÿ,- D)$/

T 45X8O5R6P

]

V1)-"%")#%DWÿ)H%)++ÿ,-ÿ/)B)#>)ÿ,B)/
)H@)#+)+

T

475343

6778
9,($&

677S
9,($&

T 45XX8584X

T 45P4O5OOP

[#/)+(/"%()0

V4P5837W

V4P5837W

]

V4578O5S3OW

V457PX5XXXW

4P35684

V65OP8W
T

P8P5S88

T

]

]

PPP5XX7

T 45XX8584X

'))ÿ$%%,*@$#D"#Cÿ#,()+ÿ(,ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+E
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Statement of Cash Flows
'($()*)#(ÿ,-ÿI$+:ÿ!&,=+

Year
ended
December 31,
2007, with comparative
ﬁgures for 2006
5ÿ="(:ÿ%,*@$/$("B)ÿ-"C>/)+ÿ-,/
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
677S
6778

677S

I$+:ÿ@/,B"0)0ÿ2D V>+)0ÿ"#WZ
G@)/$(",#+Z
V1)-"%")#%DWÿ)H%)++ÿ,-ÿ/)B)#>)ÿ,B)/ÿ)H@)#+)+
N()*+ #,(ÿ"#B,&B"#Cÿ%$+:Z
K*,/("\$(",#ÿ,-ÿ%$@"($&ÿ$++)(+
K*,/("\$(",#ÿ,-ÿ2,#0ÿ@/)*">*
[#/)$&"\)0ÿC$"#ÿ,#ÿ"#B)+(*)#(+

T

I:$#C)ÿ"#ÿ#,#]%$+:ÿ,@)/$("#Cÿ=,/?"#Cÿ%$@"($&Z
1)%/)$+)ÿV"#%/)$+)Wÿ"# $%%,>#(+ÿ/)%)"B$2&)
VN#%/)$+)Wÿ0)%/)$+)ÿ"# @/)@$"0ÿ)H@)#+)+
N#%/)$+)ÿ"# $%%,>#(+ÿ@$D$2&)ÿ$#0ÿ$%%/>)0ÿ&"$2"&"(")+
1)%/)$+)ÿ"# $%%/>)0ÿ@/,%)++"#Cÿ-))+

N#B)+(*)#(+Z
N#%/)$+)ÿ"# "#B)+(*)#(+
1)%/)$+)ÿ"# "#B)+(*)#(+
U)@$D*)#(ÿ-/,* 9"/)ÿU)%D%&"#CÿK(&$#("%ÿI$#$0$
I,/@,/$(",#
I$@"($&ÿ$++)(+ÿ$%J>"/)0
1)%/)$+)ÿ"# %$+:ÿ@,+"(",#
I$+:5 2)C"##"#Cÿ,-ÿD)$/
I$+:5 )#0ÿ,-ÿD)$/

T

V457PX5XXXW

T

4P35684

4R53SR
47584X
V6756XPW
V457PO5643W

485864
4O5P67
]
64R5P46

RR5O4P
V4P7W
4X58RO
VRS458S6W
V45R875XP3W

V47S58OXW
873
4X5PRS
V3775RPXW
V4875XS8W

]
4543P5O7R

V648578XW
43R5777

S756X6
V65OP8W
454XS5647

RP5788
V3573PW
V6857O7W

V38O5883W

V4XP5778W

R4R576O

8435734

4O756R4

T

R4R576O

'))ÿ$%%,*@$#D"#Cÿ#,()+ÿ(,ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+E
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Notes to Financial Statements
<,()+ÿ(,ÿ!"#$#%"$&ÿ'($()*)#(+

Year
ended
December 31, 2007
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778

<)=ÿ;/>#+="%?ÿ9"/)ÿ'()=$/0+:"@ÿ;,$/0 V(:)ÿ^;,$/0^Wÿ"+ÿ$#ÿ$C)#(ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ%/,=#5ÿ"#%,/@,/$()0ÿ>#0)/ÿ(:)
I&)$#ÿ L#B"/,#*)#(ÿ K%(Eÿ 9:)ÿ @/"#%"@$&ÿ 2>+"#)++ÿ $%("B"(D "+ÿ ,B)/+))"#Cÿ (:)ÿ %,&&)%(",#ÿ $#0ÿ /)%D%&"#Cÿ ,>+)0ÿ("/)+ÿ,#ÿ2):$&-ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ_"#"+()/ÿ,-ÿL#B"/,#*)#(ÿ-,/ÿ(:)ÿQ/,B"#%)ÿ,-ÿ<)=ÿ;/>#+="%?E
23

)45678ÿ96ÿ5::;<6=967ÿ>;?9:@A
G#ÿ `$#>$/D 45ÿ 67785ÿ (:)ÿ ;,$/0 $0,@()0ÿ (:)ÿ #)=ÿ $%%,>#("#Cÿ +($#0$/0+ÿ (:$(ÿ =)/)ÿ "++>)0ÿ 2D (:)
I$#$0"$#ÿ N#+("(>()ÿ ,-ÿ I:$/()/)0ÿ K%%,>#($#(+Eÿ a$#02,,?ÿ ')%(",#ÿ 3PRR5ÿ !"#$#%"$&ÿ '#()*+,-#)(ÿ .
/-%01#")"0#ÿ$#2ÿ3-$(+*-,-#)Eÿ9:)ÿ#)=ÿ+($#0$/0+ÿ$/)ÿ#,(ÿ$@@&")0ÿ/)(/,$%("B)&D $#0ÿ$%%,/0"#C&D5
%,*@$/$("B)ÿ$*,>#(+ÿ-,/ÿ@/",/ÿ@)/",0+5ÿ"-ÿ$#D5ÿ:$B)ÿ#,(ÿ2))#ÿ/)+($()0E
')%(",#ÿ 3PRRÿ )+($2&"+:)+ÿ +($#0$/0+ÿ -,/ÿ /)%,C#"\"#Cÿ $#0ÿ *)$+>/"#Cÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ $++)(+5ÿ -"#$#%"$&
&"$2"&"(")+ÿ $#0ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ 0)/"B$("B)+Eÿ N(ÿ /)J>"/)+ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ $++)(+ÿ $#0ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ &"$2"&"(")+5ÿ "#%&>0"#C
0)/"B$("B)+5ÿ 2)ÿ /)%,C#"\)0ÿ ,#ÿ (:)ÿ +($()*)#(ÿ ,-ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ @,+"(",#ÿ >@,#ÿ )#()/"#Cÿ "#(,ÿ $ÿ -"#$#%"$&
"#+(/>*)#(ÿ ,/ÿ $ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ 0)/"B$("B)ÿ %,#(/$%(Eÿ [#0)/ÿ (:"+ÿ +($#0$/05ÿ $&&ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ "#+(/>*)#(+ÿ $/)
/)J>"/)0ÿ (,ÿ 2)ÿ *)$+>/)0ÿ $(ÿ -$"/ÿ B$&>)ÿ ,#ÿ "#"("$&ÿ /)%,C#"(",#ÿ )H%)@(ÿ -,/ÿ %)/($"#ÿ /)&$()0ÿ @$/(D
(/$#+$%(",#+Eÿ U)]*)$+>/)*)#(ÿ "#ÿ +>2+)J>)#(ÿ @)/",0+ÿ 0)@)#0+ÿ ,#ÿ (:)ÿ %&$++"-"%$(",#ÿ ,-ÿ (:)
"#+(/>*)#(E
9:)ÿ ;,$/0ÿ :$+ÿ )&)%()0ÿ (,ÿ %&$++"-D "(+ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ $++)(+ÿ $#0ÿ -"#$#%"$&ÿ &"$2"&"(")+ÿ $+ÿ :)&0ÿ -,/ÿ (/$0"#CE
_)$+>/)*)#(ÿ "+ÿ $(ÿ -$"/ÿ B$&>)ÿ ="(:ÿ %:$#C)+ÿ "#ÿ (:,+)ÿ -$"/ÿ B$&>)+ÿ /)%,C#"\)0ÿ "#ÿ (:)ÿ +($()*)#(ÿ ,,@)/$(",#+Eÿ
K+ÿ$ÿ/)+>&(ÿ,-ÿ$0,@("#Cÿ(:"+ÿ')%(",#5ÿ(:)ÿ,@)#"#Cÿ2$&$#%)ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ"#B)+(*)#(+ÿ:$+ÿ2))#ÿ0)%/)$+)0
2D T4P5837ÿ (,ÿ T45PXP5O8Rÿ (,ÿ /)-&)%(ÿ (:)ÿ @/",/ÿ D)$/F+ÿ %>*>&$("B)ÿ 0)@/)%"$(",#ÿ ,-ÿ (:)ÿ -$"/ÿ B$&>)ÿ ,"#B)+(*)#(+E
9:)ÿ;,$/0ÿ:$+ÿ)&)%()0ÿ(,ÿ%&$++"-D (:)ÿ$0B$#%)ÿ(,ÿ9"/)ÿU)%D%&"#CÿK(&$#("%ÿI$#$0$ÿI,/@,/$(",#ÿ$+ÿ$
&,$#ÿ$#0ÿ/)%)"B$2&)Eÿÿ_)$+>/)*)#(ÿ"+ÿ$(ÿ$*,/("\)0ÿ%,+(E

B3

'9769C9:56=ÿ5::;<6=967ÿ>;?9:98DA
V$W b)#)/$&Z
9:)ÿ;,$/0F+ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+ÿ:$B)ÿ2))#ÿ@/)@$/)0ÿ"#ÿ$%%,/0$#%)ÿ="(:ÿI$#$0"$#ÿC)#)/$&&D
$%%)@()0ÿ$%%,>#("#Cÿ@/"#%"@&)+E
V2W N#B)+(*)#(+Z
N#B)+(*)#(+ÿ$/)ÿ%$//")0ÿ$(ÿ-$"/ÿB$&>)EÿÿN#ÿ@/",/ÿD)$/+5ÿ"#B)+(*)#(+ÿ=)/)ÿ/)%,/0)0ÿ$(ÿ$*,/("\)0
%,+(ÿ$#0ÿ/)$&"\)0ÿC$"#+ÿ$#0ÿ&,++)+ÿ=)/)ÿ/)%,C#"\)0ÿ"#ÿ(:)ÿD)$/ÿ,-ÿ0"+@,+$&E
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Notes to Financial Statements
<,()+ÿ(,ÿ!"#$#%"$&ÿ'($()*)#(+ V%,#("#>)0W

Year
ended
December 31, 2007
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
B3

'9769C9:56=ÿ5::;<6=967ÿ>;?9:98D E:;6=96<8FGA
V%W !))+ÿ$#0ÿ&)B")+Z
!))+ÿ$#0ÿ&)B")+ÿ$/)ÿ/)%,C#"+)0ÿ2D (:)ÿ;,$/0 =:)#ÿ%$+:ÿ"+ÿ/)%)"B)0ÿ,/ÿ/)%)"B$2&)ÿ-/,*ÿ(:)
("/)ÿ /)($"&)/+Eÿ 9:)ÿ ;,$/0ÿ >+)+ÿ $ÿ %&,+"#Cÿ 0$()ÿ ,-ÿ `$#>$/D 34+(ÿ ,-ÿ (:)ÿ -,&&,="#Cÿ D)$/ÿ (,
/)%,C#"+)ÿ-))ÿ(/$#+-)/+ÿ-/,*ÿ("/)ÿ/)($"&)/+ÿ/)&$()0ÿ(,ÿ(:)ÿ%>//)#(ÿD)$/ÿ$+ÿ$ÿ/)%)"B$2&)E
V0W I$@"($&ÿ$++)(+Z
I$@"($&ÿ$++)(+ÿ$/)ÿ/)%,/0)0ÿ$(ÿ%,+(EÿK*,/("\$(",#ÿ"+ÿ/)%,/0)0ÿ>+"#Cÿ(:)ÿ-,&&,="#Cÿ*)(:,0ÿ$#0
$##>$&ÿ/$()+Z
K++)(

;$+"+

G--"%)ÿLJ>"@*)#(
!>/#"(>/)ÿ$#0ÿ-"H(>/)+
I,*@>()/ÿ)J>"@*)#(

'(/$"C:(]&"#)
'(/$"C:(]&"#)
'(/$"C:(]&"#)

U$()
RÿD)$/+
RÿD)$/+
3ÿD)$/+

V)W '%/$@ÿ("/)ÿ@/,%)++"#Cÿ%,+(+Z
9:)ÿ ;,$/0 /)*"(+ÿ $ÿ @,/(",#ÿ ,-ÿ $&&ÿ &)B")+ÿ (,ÿ 9"/)ÿ U)%D%&"#Cÿ K(&$#("%ÿ I$#$0$ÿ I,/@,/$(",#
V9UKIIWEÿ T4ER7ÿ "+ÿ /)*"(()0ÿ (,ÿ 9UKIIÿ $(ÿ (:)ÿ ("*)ÿ ,-ÿ ("/)ÿ %,&&)%(",#5ÿ $#0ÿ T4EP7ÿ "+ÿ @$D$2&)
=:)#ÿ 9UKIIÿ :$+ÿ +,&0ÿ @/,0>%(+ÿ %,#($"#"#Cÿ (:)ÿ /)%D%&)0ÿ *$()/"$&Eÿ 9:)ÿ (,($&ÿ $*,>#(ÿ 0>)ÿ (,
9UKIIÿ"+ÿ$%%,>#()0ÿ-,/ÿ$(ÿ("*)ÿ,-ÿ@"%?>@E
V- W

[+)ÿ,-ÿ)+("*$()+Z
9:)ÿ@/)@$/$(",#ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+ÿ"#ÿ%,#-,/*"(D ="(:ÿI$#$0"$#ÿC)#)/$&&D $%%)@()0
$%%,>#("#Cÿ@/"#%"@&)+ÿ/)J>"/)+ÿ*$#$C)*)#(ÿ(,ÿ*$?)ÿ)+("*$()+ÿ$#0ÿ$++>*@(",#+ÿ(:$(ÿ$--)%(
(:)ÿ /)@,/()0ÿ $*,>#(+ÿ ,-ÿ $++)(+ÿ $#0ÿ &"$2"&"(")+ÿ $#0ÿ 0"+%&,+>/)ÿ ,-ÿ %,#("#C)#(ÿ $++)(+ÿ $#0
&"$2"&"(")+ÿ$(ÿ(:)ÿ0$()+ÿ,-ÿ(:)ÿ-"#$#%"$&ÿ+($()*)#(+ÿ$#0ÿ(:)ÿ/)@,/()0ÿ$*,>#(ÿ,-ÿ/)B)#>)+ÿ$#0
)H@)#+)+ÿ0>/"#Cÿ(:)ÿ/)@,/("#Cÿ@)/",0+EÿK%(>$&ÿ/)+>&(+ÿ%,>&0ÿ0"--)/ÿ-/,*ÿ(:,+)ÿ)+("*$()+E

H3

,FI56:8ÿ=;ÿ+9J8ÿ%8:@:?967ÿ,=?56=9:ÿ)565F5ÿ);J>;J5=9;6A
9:)ÿ $*,>#(ÿ $0B$#%)0ÿ (,ÿ 9UKIIÿ "+ÿ +>@@,/()0ÿ 2D $ÿ 0)*$#0ÿ @/,*"++,/D #,()5ÿ +)%>/)0ÿ 2D $
C)#)/$&ÿ+)%>/"(D $C/))*)#(5ÿ2)$/"#Cÿ"#()/)+(ÿ$(ÿ3E8Rc5ÿ/)@$D$2&)ÿ"#ÿ*,#(:&D "#+($&*)#(+ÿ,-ÿTR5O8S
"#%&>0"#Cÿ@/"#%"@$&ÿ$#0ÿ"#()/)+(ÿ$#0ÿ0>)ÿ')@()*2)/ÿ677XE
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Notes to Financial Statements
<,()+ÿ(,ÿ!"#$#%"$&ÿ'($()*)#(+ V%,#("#>)0W

Year
ended
December 31, 2007
.)$/ÿ)#0)0
1)%)*2)/ÿ345ÿ6778
K3

(6I8D=L86=DA
6778
!$"/ÿ_$/?)(
d$&>)

!$%)
d$&>)

T 43O5777
4375777
4X75777
PO5777
6775777
]
]
]
]
]
]

;,#0+5ÿI,>@,#+ÿ$#0ÿ9/)$+>/Dÿ;"&&
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